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Saunier Duval Pro & HWCC Lifetime member rides the
Tour de France before returning to ride the Longwick 10’

THIS MONTH...
NEW KIT - LATEST NEWS

QUICKSHOT COMIC STRIP

CLUB REPORTS & RESULTS - PODIUM GIRLS

ASSOS & OAKLEY SPECIAL DEALS - CTC REPORTS

DAVID MILLAR’S LONGWICK COMEBACK - HWCC TOP 20 ETAPE

VUELTA A ESPAGNA PREVIEW - NATIONAL TT CHAMPIONSHIPS

12 Hours of Pain !
Club records smashed in
sensational team
performance in
National 12hr TT
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DIARY OF YOUR L IFE

CLUB EVENTS

Wednesday evenings are club nights at West
Wycombe Village Hall from 7:30pm.   A chance
to chat, catch up, do some turbo training and
find out what’s going on, everybody welcome!

Winter Core cross training and circuit
sessions start on Wednesday evening 4th
October.
We’ll start gently, and I’ll try to develop a
two-speed system so that you can do
‘keep fit’, or you can do ‘intensity circuits’.
If  you’ll forgive the
expression, you’ll need
to bring your balls with
you. That’s a big bouncy
gym ball, of course. Also
a gym mat.

Dave Johnson

SUNDAY CLUB  RUNS  &
RELIABILITY TRIALS

Meet in High Wycombe High Street at 9am on
Sunday mornings.  ALL welcome members
and non-members alike.  See the updated club
runs page in The Sprocket for more details.

High Wycombe Cycling Club Principle Officers
President : Gordon Wright 01844 217517
Chairman : Alan Hillier 01494 638688
General Secretary : Margaret Wright

margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk
Treasurer : Paul New
Editors : Neil Wragg & Paul Morrissey

All rights reserved.
No part of  The Sprocket  Magazine may be
reproduced or used in any form or by any means
either wholly or in part, without prior permission of
the authors.
Contact +44 1628 473419 or email
sprocket@highwycombecc.org

EDITOR’S PANT

Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
www.saddlesafari.co.uk
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When will we get it right? That’s the question I have ref the TOB.
We seem to let ourselves the event and this country down by not
letting the general public know we have an international road race
(and National tour) going on in our country.
TV coverage is squished into a Sunday afternoon, which is when Joe
public finds out about the race etc.
Our sport and this kind of event need more publicity and airtime. The
amount of cash splashed out by sponsors is huge and this years
TOB has had more than enough cash ploughed into it to fund at least
a daily 30-minute review.
Joe Public needs to know what happening so he can go and watch,
enjoy or get away from the event
It’s no wonder we have problems with traffic and rider safety.
This year 2 stages go slow protest by the world champion just confirms
this. The world champion who has ridden the TOB for the last 2 years
has given us and the organisers of the event more than enough chances
to sort out rider safety and safe routes, yet, some of the routes chosen
this year have had poor preparation (gravel, potholes and oil on wet
descents) and in some cases had to tide on roads barely big enough
for 2 riders. Tactics employed by some of the Pro teams to enforce
the two stage go slow where pretty appalling but to be honest this is
how rules are enforced in the international peloton and nothing our
hero Lance isn’t a stranger to enforcing himself (especially to make a
point).
So, organisers, councils, BBC, SKY, Euro sport. Take this event
seriously and so will the riders. This is our national Tour.
Local councils are keen to advertise its services in sponsorship but
they also have significant obligations ref ensuring the roads they ride
on are in good condition for our riders (and the general public).
I guess this is all part of the learning curve and we can learn adapt
and change to make our national tour something everyone in the
country knows about and is proud about (et al The Milk Race and
Kellogg’s tour) but only if the sponsors keep coming? If we continue
down the road we are on ref media and route management we will
loose this vital link.

Take care,
Auntie Agony Coach

David RM Johnson



“Chad Nikolz races road bikes professionally in the USA. Besides drawing
QuickShot, he’s also working on an illustrated journal, which can be viewed at
bikecafe.net. His entire QuickShot collection will soon be released in a 52 page
calander. If you have any questions, or ideas, Chad can be comtacted at

n iko lz@bikeca fe .ne t .”
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Thanks to Brian Jones of Kimroy Pho-
tography we have these pics of the
fantastic performances from the HWCC
Team in the National 12 Hour Champi-
onships in August.

Steve Golla produced an amazing 23mph
average over the 12 hours to get second
place with a total distance of over 280
miles.
Paul Mace (below) came 11th and Dave
Johnson polished off a great team result
placing 16th.  Initial reports coming from
the event are saying that HWCC came
second in the team classification.

RTTC Championship 12HR

You can purchase high quality prints
from this and many other cycling

events from
www.kimroyphotography.com

or contact Brian at
Kimroy Photography

137 Aughton Lane, Aston, Sheffield
S26 2AN   Tel: 0114 287 9319
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A NEW TYPE OF MOISTURISER

Moisturise dry chapped skin, head to toe
Smooth cracked skin on hands and feet
Safeguard and soothe minor skin irritations
Use after sun and wind exposure
Fresh clean scent

Udderly SMOOth® is a greaseless, stainless moisturising cream.
Developed in the USA, Udderly SMOOth® is now available in the UK

As used by professional surfers, cyclists in the Tour de France and world champion winning
yachtsmen in the world’s toughest race -  the BT Global Challenge 2001/2002

‘As we sailed across the equator and into the notorious Southern Ocean, the sun and wind burned our
skin. We also suffered rope burns and salt sores. We found Udderly SMOOth® to be a wonderful
greaseless, stainless all round moisturiser and barrier cream.’

Eczema sufferers - this cream has been the only solution to sore,
cracked hands for many excema sufferers.  Ask for a free sample.

Office workers - Relieves dry, chapped skin and provides relief from
paper cuts without leaving a greasy residue.

Sunburn - Cracked heels - Dry skin on hands face or feet  - Mothers -
Children - Sportsmen Gardeners - Swimmers - Nappy rash - Paper

cuts - Eczema - Saddle Sores - Itchiness

©

4oz Tube - £3

12oz Tub - £7

pump tub - £9

For FREE samples or to purchase tubs or tubes contact Neil Wragg 01628 473419

Before and After
using Udderly Smooth

NOW AVAILABLE
IN CYCLE CARE !

Star Studded Evening 10

Tuesday’s Evening 10’s are fast becoming a haven for
British and Internal champions as Longwick continues
to become a
p o p u l a r
haunt for

the world’s top time triallists.
On Tuesday 8th August both Stuart Dangerfield,
Britain’s National Time Trial Champion and Com-
monwealth Games competitor and David Millar,
the International Pro rider and Tour Stage winner
rode the Longwick 10 mile course as part of their
preparations.  Stuart is hoping to successfully
defend his National title and David is off to ride
the Classica San Sebastien road race and then
the Tour of Spain later this month.  Good luck
chaps and Vive Le Longwick!



Return Of The Mac

Scottish born but HWCC bred, Davide
Millar returned to his old haunt last month
to race our Evening 10 at Longwick.
Looking very sleek but grubby (which
promptly dispelled the myth that all bike
pro’s have their own portable bike
mechanic permanently in tow), David’s
first clue that he meant business tonight
rather than turning up for the tea and cake
was when he pulled out his state of the
art time trial bike.
When asked if this was the bike he rode
in July’s Tour de France time trials he
replied, ‘No, this is the spare bike’.  Setup
low and flat at the front David’s long and,
currently, pretty skinny, frame produced
a classic aerodynamic postion resulting
in a powerfully smooth ride.
The ‘spare bike’ is made by Scott in full carbon-fibre with HED carbon wheels and is arguably one of the best TT bikes out there.
However, check out the Vuelta d’Espagna this month and you’ll see even more remarkable protoype carbon-fibre componentry.

This evening’s 10 looked set to be quite a star studded event with Stuart Dangerfield, the current
National Time Trial Champion returning from Sydney and riding in the same evening as Tour
de France stage winner Millar.  However, with the effects of the jetlag taking it’s toll Stuart
opted to ride his standard road bike in a  2-Up with Clive Nicholls, himself a pretty
quick tester when he wants to be.  Club Champion, Steve Golla had just competed
and gained second place in the National 12 Hour Championships just two
days before so had decided that he was too tired to take on the Mighty
Millar.  It looked as though Dave might take the win in the wind-free
optimal conditions at Longwick.   With over 40 riders setting off

before David he would know what he needed to do to take maximum points in his first
Evening League event for several years.

This obviously proved crucial as Dave set off with a smooth, poweful cadence taking
both roundabouts very fast.   Just as the evening was turning to dusk David crossed
the line coughing up a lung and sounding just like the rest us at the end of a hard
10. ‘Which is re-assuring to know’ commented someone watching at the finish
line.
It wasn’t until after another couple of yards  when David did a Zidane and vomited
at the side of the road that prompted a second watching rider to comment that
‘we obviously dont try hard enough do we?’!
David smashed the club record recording a 19’04” with Stuart and Clive doing
a very good sub 21 minute time.

And if you
check the
club website
Time Trials
page you’ll
see that
David, did
indeed manage to take
maximum points.

DM’s TT bar setup and crotch sprocket@highwycombecc.org 6
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Just some of the Alpe’s
21 hairpins

Cycle 2006
ExCeL, London       October 6-8

The Cycle Show, the UK’s premier cycling
exhibition is back and is your chance to see the
biggest selection of bikes, clothing and
accessories before they hit the shops.

Exhibitors and brands including Argon 18,
Bianchi, Condor, Colnago, De Rosa, Felt,
Litespeed, Look, SCOTT and Specialized will be
rolling out their ranges for 2007. (For a full list of
exhibitors visit www.cycleshow.co.uk).

Packed full of interactive features the show is a
great place to spend the day.
You could compete in the TRI UK Duathlon for your chance to win a top road bike. The duathlon, a 6k bike and 2k
run, is open to novices upwards and it’s free to enter. (Visit www.cycleshow.co.uk to reserve your place). Or, if you’re
feeling less competitive, you could race against the clock in the Tacx interactive racing area where you can complete
a number of courses including stages of the Tour de France.

New for 2006 is the Mountain Bike outdoor test track where you can try any of the hardtails and full suspension bikes
that catch your eye.

The Condor Clothing Retail Zone means you can shop for all the very latest clothing
and accessories and take something home with you for the very first time and the
show’s live TV studio – hosted by Cycling.tv - will be a hive of activity with daily interviews
from cycling legends, celebrities and special guest and all the latest racing footage
from across the globe.

Saturday  9th Sept. National final of the GHS 10mile
 championship  We are still waiting to see if we  have any
YDS riders  who have qualified.

Sunday 10th Sept Interclub 25 mile time trial  with
Westerley RC. Entries on the line.  Tatling End –
Gt.Missenden. We need a good team  turn out  for this event.
– details from Alan Hillier

Wednesday 13th Sept             Fish & Chip Supper & Quiz
Night. Club Room   Also Announcement of 2006 Club
Points League Winners –  Organisers Alan and Dave

Sunday  17th Sept. Hewgate  2 up 25 mile  time trial
In conjunction with the West London Combine  25  Tatling
End  - Gt.Missenden  (cup for the fastest Club 2 Up  on the
day)  Entries Close 3rd Sept.    team entries to Alan Hillier

Sunday  1st Oct Chilterns Audax UK.  100 km
Entries  to  Tony Briggs  plus help  from Colin Fury.     Start
&    Finish  Naphill.

Sunday  8th Oct Hill Climb  (Britwell Hill  &  Down Hill
(Pishill)   Championships  Entries on line   10.00am  hill
climb Down Hill to follow on afterwards.    Hill climb  chief
time keeper  Dave Roberts.

Sunday  15th Oct Tour of Longwick
Details to follow -Gordon & Margaretand Alan Hillier

Wednesday 18th Oct ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING – 8.45 pm Voting for Committee  Posts  for
2007 -  Club Room West Wycombe Proposals and
information to Margaret Wright

Sunday    5th  Nov. Newport Track -  Wales -
Club Track  Training 11am to 2pm details from Malcolm
Freeman

Sunday   12th Nov South Bucks Road Club  -
Double  Hill Climb Dolesden 10.00 am   Watlington
12.00 noon lots of   prizes – Refreshments  at  Northend
Village Hall Michelle Ayes    & Peter Ayres  01628
471704  Maybe incorporate with   a   Club run.

Saturday 25th Nov
CLUB ANNUAL DINNER & PRIZE PRESENTATION

New Venue – Princes Risborough Golf Club  - organizer
Sally Roe
Tuesday 26th Dec.Boxing Day  10   Longwick  Fancy
Dress or Not.  Refreshments   -  Father Christmas

CLUB DIARY
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PLANET CHIPPO
We are entering that time of year where
we are starting to see changes in not only the weather
but peoples beahaviour patterns , all very weired but also
all pretty cool  its all really an equinox and to be honest
most of us are pretty well unaware of what one is , so I
shall explain in some waffeling detail below .An equinox
in astronomy is the moment when the Sun is located
right over the equator. The event occurs twice a year,
around March 20 and September 23. More technically(
honest ) , the equinox happens when the Sun is at one
of two opposite points on the celestial sphere where the
celestial equator and ecliptic intersect. In a much wider
sense, the equinoxes are the two days each year when
the center of the Sun spends an equal amount of time
above and below the horizon at every location on Earth.
The word equinox derives from the Latin words aequus
(equal) and nox (night) I looked this up so yes , i am a
smart arse .

In practice, at the equinox, the day is longer than the
night. Commonly the day is defined as the period that
sunlight reaches the ground in the absence of local
obstacles This is firstly because the Sun is not a single
point of light, but appears to be a disc. So when the center
of the Sun is still below the horizon, the upper limb is
already visible and emits light. Also , the atmosphere
refracts light downwards, so even when the upper limb
of the Sun is still below the horizon, its rays already reach
around the horizon to the ground. These effects together
make the day about 14 minutes longer than the night (at
the equator, and more towards the poles). The real
equality of day and night happens a few days towards the winter side of the equinox.

Astronomically, Autumn  begins with the autumnal equinox (around September 23 in the Northern hemisphere,
and March 21 in the southern hemisphere), and ends with the winter solstice (around December 21 in the Northern
hemisphere and June 21 in the Southern hemisphere). However, meteorologists count the entire months of
March, April and May in the Southern hemisphere, and September, October and November in the Northern
hemisphere as autumn( which is abot right in my experience ). An exception to these definitions is found in the
Irish Calendar which still follows the Celtic cycle, where Autumn is counted as the whole months of August,
September and October.

The cause of the seasons is that the rotation axis of the Earth is not perpendicular to its orbital plane, but currently
makes an angle of about 23.44° (called the “obliquity of the ecliptic”), and that the axis keeps its orientation with
respect to inertial space. As a consequence, for half a year (from around 20 March to 22 September) the northern
hemisphere tips to the Sun, with the maximum around 21 June, while for the other half year the southern hemisphere
has this honour, with the maximum around 21 December. The two moments when the inclination of Earth’s
rotation axis has maximum effect are the solstices. So now you know , all makes you feel pretty small in the
grand scheme of things, as we only see a few in our lifetime in comparison to “world time”. So stop moaning
about  our fantastic seasons and get out and enjoy the autumn to come , grab it , feel it ,smell it love it .WARNING
If we carry on like we are this whole cycle will be turned on its head and we will all just cook so recycle everything
( but that’s for my next article )

Cycle
Care’s
Offers to Mem-
bers: Cut Price

Assos and Oakley,
discount on all

parts &
accessories plus a

special deal on
the best training

tool out there, the
Suunto T6.

sprocket@
highw

ycom
becc.org
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I’m sure I said last year that I’d never
do it again, didn’t I?  Well this time, I’m
going to make sure it’s in print so
someone can bring me to my senses
in October this year when the entries
open for the Etape 2007!

I had such great plans back in October
last year – I was going to all of Dave’s
winter training sessions, and braving
the winter weather on the club runs.
Aspirations of improving my PBs in the
TT league, spring turbo training and
racing at Hillingdon all loomed ahead.
Then I went and changed jobs and
started working in London – which then
ended all of those dreams!  8pm was
the earliest I could get home, and any
in-week cycling activities were replaced
with the odd game of hockey in London.
I did manage to get in a few longer rides
before July – the club reliability rides, a
couple of long distance audaxes and
then the Dragon Ride in Wales, but I
was nervous approaching the event.  It
didn’t help that I discovered that there were 10 guys from work
taking part – so wanted to ensure that the only female representative
from our company didn’t let the women down!

The journey over to France was loads better than last year – there
was more space in the coaches, and we had an overnight stop to
break-up the journey.  And my bike got there in 1 (unbroken!)
piece!  Unfortunately not all the HWCC riders were staying in the
same location, which was a bit disappointing, but it must be an
administrative nightmare trying to secure accommodation for us
when 8000 other riders all want to stay in the same location!

Neil, Chipo, Paul Mace, James Norris and myself stayed in a golf/
ski (depending on the time of the year!) complex which was quite
basic but functional.  We were sharing it with approx 60 local
French riders – so were glad when we decided to head to bed at
the end of the World Cup full time, and missed France losing on
penalties!  The venue was also located at the top of a 10 km hill
with a 10% gradient – which was very useful for the Etape day
itself as it was a nice roll down to the start, but perhaps wasn’t the
best relaxation on the day before when we had to climb it after
registering at the start village!

The nerves started kicking-in as we lined up in the start
pens.  You have to get there about half an hour before the
event, yet standing in the middle of a pen surrounded by
lots of people who seem to look fitter and quicker than
you, is not the best confidence booster!  Chris Hoy and
Jason Queally were also in our start pen – we’d seen
them at the start village the day before, but it was
encouraging to seem them in their GB kit – and I was
taking part in the same event as them!

As the gun went off, and all the riders started heading
through the start area, it was every man/woman for himself.
Each of us in the HWCC team has different cycling
strengths so we’d already agreed after last year to just
take the
event at
our own
pace and
in our
o w n
style.

Etape 2006
Gap - Alpe D’Huez

RESPECT
Only 39 riders in Trish’s
category managed to com-
plete the 2006 Etape du Tour.
HWCC’s Trish finished in an
amazing 20th position to
finish ahead of many local
girls.
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The first part of the ride was a great 50km, fairly flat
area.  Some of the pre-Etape articles had warned against
riders trying too hard in this part of the course, and
blowing up later.  Well, I don’t know if I tried too hard,
but I did try hard to get into peletons that were travelling
at a good speed.  I know that my weakness is steep
hills, and there were plenty of those coming ahead, so I
wanted to set myself up as much as possible.  I tried to
sit in where I could, but there were a couple of times
when I discovered that I was at the front of a bunch and
worked to close the gap to the next bunch in front (I
even got a thanks from a French rider for the tow!).  After
being shouted at in my first road race for not doing my
fair share at the front (mainly because I didn’t realise
that they were sharing the front!), I’ve always been
determined not to ever be in a position where people
can complain at me – although I probably
overcompensate at times!
The first refreshment stop was at 54km.  I vaguely
considered not stopping, as I did have food and fluids
on me, but I remember how last year people ran out of
water and energy on climbs so decided to be cautious.
The stops were a great opportunity to drink a bottle of
water and eat some food, which it can be difficult to do
when you’re tired, hot, feeling sick and climbing a hill
so I wanted to take on what I could, when I could.

The first climb was the Col D’Izoard.  This climb was
14km with an average gradient of 7%.  I found this climb
quite difficult both physically and psychologically.  The
first couple of km is the steepest which made me
question how I was going to get through the rest of the
route if this was just the first climb.  Using my triple
chain/granny gears (I’m not proud!) I probably got into
too low a gear which meant that I span up the hills okay
(I would say “quite comfortably”, but that wouldn’t be
true!), but probably too slowly – lots of people that I’d
overtaken on the flat came past me again.  I had some
encouragement from people that passed me – people
that I’d met on audaxes who recognised my HWCC kit,
and other British people who were just supporting a fellow
competitor.  That’s one of the nice things about being
a female riding in the Etape – there aren’t that many
that do it, and the men do respect those who try it.
And it’s great for me, because there are less
“expected standards” to live up to – if I finished,
that would be great, but if I get picked up by the
broom wagon, then there is no shame attached
to it, because I’d tried.

At the top of this climb, there was a water
stop which clearly hadn’t been set up in time
to meet the needs of the riders.  Rather than
having water on tables which you just
grabbed, they were throwing bottles out
of the back of a lorry.  I heard later that
they actually ran out of water for the back
riders – not what you want after you’ve
just been climbing for 2 hours and it’s
the hottest time of the day.

After this there was a really nice descent.  I was a lot more confident
than last year on the descents, and travelled down at quite a pace
(didn’t look at my speedo though, in case I then misjudged the next
corner!).  I did overtake some people though!  The descent was
about 20km which was nice on the legs, but tiring on the arms and
back as you concentrate to brake at the right points.

There was another refreshment stop at the bottom of the descent,
at Briancon.  I’d hoped to pick up some nice fresh bread with cheese/
ham (like last year) but couldn’t see any amongst the melee of
people (I found out later that there was some).  I had some orange
slices which were refreshing and tried to eat a banana – but my
stomach didn’t seem to be keen on that!  There were some energy
bars and gels which I grabbed and stuffed in my pocket, as this
was the last food stop before reaching the top of Alpe D’Huez.

From there, the Col du Lautaret began.  Etape articles had said
that this may be the hardest part of the ride (they lied – it was hard,
but worse was to come!) as it’s 27km of 4% - not steep, but long,
and psychologically very difficult having climbed the Izoard, and the
Alpe still to come.  It’s also very exposed with a headwind for much
of the way.  Our coach had actually come down part of this route on
the way to Gap, and so we’d already had a preview – and it certainly
did look long.

I felt quite good for the first half of the climb.  With the shallower
gradient, it’s just a case of getting a good momentum going in the
right gear.  As the climb just went on and on, though, I started to
feel tired, and negative thoughts started coming into my head – “I
haven’t don’t enough training”, “Shall I just stop here and wait for
the broom wagon?”.  It was about this time that I passed a spring
where water was coming out of a pipe.
Other people were stopping so I refilled my water bottle (or rather, a
nice man took pity on me and filled it up for me!). I sat in the shade
for a few moments, forced myself to eat and drink something and
used that time to refocus.  I got back on the bike again, and could
soon see the top of the climb in the distance.  It was a fair distance
away, but at least it was within sight!
There was no official refreshment stop at the top of this climb (which
I was a bit surprised about, given the length of the climb), although
the local supporters were giving out cups of water and filling up
bottles.  I didn’t stop though – I just wanted to be able to get to the
finish and get off my bike!
T h e descent from the Lautaret was another

welcome part of the ride.  The road condition
wasn’t good in places, so it was important
to concentrate.  We also had to cycle through
some tunnels with minimal, if any light – this
was quite scary when people were
descending at a rapid pace.  You just had to
focus on the outline of the rider ahead of you
and keep a constant distance from it, following
the road markings down the centre of the
road.
The final water stop was at the bottom of
Alpe D’Huez.  Looking at my watch, I realised
that I’d have to climb it in an hour to be able
to reach a Silver standard.  I was clearly
dehydrated because I initially thought this
might be achievable!  A few minutes later I
realised that this was clearly impossible –
Pantani’s record is 37 minutes, so I wouldn’t
be able to do it in an hour even on fresh legs,
let alone having ridden 100 miles before that!

Etape 2006
Gap - Alpe D’Huez

RESPECT (cont)
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As I crossed the line, I thought I was going to collapse.  I looked
around to see if there were any other Wycombe riders, but couldn’t
see anyone so made my way to the refreshment tent.  I stumbled
past the medical tent and could see loads of people hooked up to
drips, clearly suffering from the effects of dehydration and fatigue.
As I carried on trying to get through the crowds of riders and their
families and friends, I silently cursed the person who decided to
put the refreshment tent right at the end of the line.  After eating
some “normal” food and drink, I started to feel a bit more human.  I
met up with Dan who had finished ahead of me, and we headed
back to the Finish line to greet any other Wycombe riders who
hadn’t yet finished.  I’d seen James further down the course so
had assumed that Neil, Paul Mace and Simon Jackson had
finished, but we weren’t sure about the rest.  It was quite emotional
seeing the other Wycombe riders finishing (but no, I didn’t cry!),
and seeing their faces racked with pain and exhaustion as they
crossed the line.

Oh, and it took me 2 hours to climb Alpe D’Huez – so Pantani’s
record is very safe from me! And it turns out that it had been “1hour
and 40 minutes” to elimination, not the 40 minutes I was told –
still, it was the incentive I needed!

The 2006 Etape was a lot harder than the 2005 one.  If Alpe D’Huez
hadn’t been part of the course, I think the routes would have been
fairly similar.  But the Alpe made all the difference.  There were a
lot less finishers than last year – 250 women finished last year;
only about 40 did this year so I was pleased to be part of that
number.  Would I do it again?  Possibly – it’s a fantastic challenge
with a great atmosphere, and if there was a HWCC group again, I
would certainly be tempted.  But it’s hard to dedicate the right
amount of time to training so we’ll just have to see… .

Approaching the climb, and looking up to the summit
was a daunting moment.  The hotels at the top were so
far away.  And this was a mountain people ski down –
and good skiing slopes generally mean difficult hills to
cycle up!  The climb itself is 14km with an average gradient
of 8% and 21 switchbacks.  But, like the Izoard, the
steepest part is at the bottom – it’s very soul-destroying
to have to get into your lowest gear at the start of such a
long climb!  There were lots of supporters on this part of
the route and they were trying to be encouraging – but
some of their comments weren’t the most helpful “Well
done Wycombe rider! I’ve seen some of your other guys
go through earlier” – I’m sure they did, and probably ages
ago, but I’ve still got 13km of this hill to climb! (clearly I
kept that thought to myself!).  I am particularly grateful,
though, to the bloke at the bottom of the Alpe who
seemed to know me and poured water over my head –
I’ve no idea who you are, but thanks!
I’m also grateful to the house/hotel part way up the Alpe
who had their garden sprinklers set across the road to
give us all a moment of refreshment – we were glad there
was no sprinkler ban over there!
The numbers on the hairpins were useful as it did give
you a sense of what you were achieving – but the gaps
between the hairpins was so long.  And why did the
supporters have to sit/stand in the shady parts of the
mountain – that should have been reserved for us!  I kept
thinking, I’ll get round this bend, then take a break in a
shady part – but in the end, I just took a break anyway.
I watched with a mixture of respect and envy as a number
of riders, who had clearly finished a while ago, made
their way back down the mountain.  I tried having an
energy gel, but my body rejected that, and I went back
to my trusted Wine Gums.  Taking my first break quite
early on was not a good move – I then took a second
(longer) break, and a third and (I lost count) then my
thoughts started to become quite negative.  I realised
that other people who were pushing their bikes were
actually progressing up the hill at the same speed as
my cycle-stop-cycle-stop routine.  So I decided to stop
trying to ride and walk up the hill.  I calculated this would
take me about 50mins and had just resigned myself to
this prospect when another British cyclist passed me
saying “40 mins to elimination”.  This was the wake-up
call I needed – there was no way I’d come to France and
got this far, only to be eliminated up Alpe D’Huez.  So I
got on my bike – and never got off again until the finish.
The final few kms were so hard – supporters kept saying
“not far now” but when every pedal turn hurts and it’s still
uphill, any amount of distance is too far. I was encouraged
when I heard James Norris call my name out.  Even when
I saw the 1km sign, I didn’t think I was going to make it
to the line.

STOP PRESS!
According to Velo, organisers of the Etape, due to the
large number of those eliminated or unable to complete
the Etape being Brits they are planning a rethink on entry
acceptance to next year’s Etape.
Each year, many of the Broomwagon’s passengers are
foreign riders (foreign to France, that is), explained by
them as a failure to train sufficiently for one of the world’s
hardest single day amateur races.
There will be a meeting in Paris later this year to discuss
possible new entry requirements such as previous  Etape
results or proof of completion of home based cyclosport
events first.  This could either be controlled by Velo or by
the registered UK agencies and tour operators.  Either
way there will be tougher entry restrictions.
Rumours abound already on the location for next year’s
event.  Both Ventoux and the Pyrenees have started cir-
culating.  There is to be a stage over the Ventoux mark-
ing the anniversary of Tom Simpson’s death on July 13th
1967.  If that is so then this stage comes too early for the
Etape which is typcially 8 days in advance of the Tour on
the first rest day.
It is more likely that it will be back in the Pyrenees whilst
the Tour is climbing the Alps before continuing on South.
If you want to do the Etape 2007 then let me know, it
might be easier for us all to enter together.

 Neil Wragg

Etape 2006  Gap - Alpe D’Huez

RESPECT (cont)
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Clive Powell Mountain Bikes runs Dirty Weekends which are fully packaged
mountain bike and road bike weekends. The Weekends are complete with
accommodation, food, guiding and support and are run from Rhayader near
the Elan Valley in Mid Wales, an area renowned for its spectacular dams and
reservoirs. Rhayader is surrounded by open hills with some of the best
mountain biking terrain in Britain. Suitable for novices, enthusiasts and
experts our bike breaks will be guaranteed to please. We are situated 20
miles from Nant yr Arian and halfway between Snowdonia National Park and
the Brecon Beacons National Park.

The roads of mid Wales are quiets, spectacularly scenic, and, that’s right, very hilly. Come and
conquer some Welsh mountains and be a King for a weekend.
The big day is the Saturday when we do a real Epic over some of the wildest hill country to be
found. Expect to go relentlessly up and down for 6 hours or more. Support comes in the form of
Francine with a support vehicle, bring out food and drink for roadside sustenance, and Clive on
his bike as travelling mechanic and morale booster!
On Sunday we do a winding down ride on easier roads, arriving back at The Cwm mid afternoon.
Recover and reflect over tea & cakes before returing to the real world. If you’re up for it you
have the option of arriving Thursday evening and fitting in a warm up ride on the Friday. Bring
your road bike and plenty of enthusiasm, and be a King of the Mountains.
All accommodation and food is provided (apart from evening meal on arrival day). Meals include
breakfast, lunch, tea & cakes, and evening meal.
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An exciting new Sportive will be held in Mid Wales on Sunday
September 10 th.  The Trans Cambrian Cyclo Sportive starts in the

old market town of Rhayader in the middle of Wales, crosses the Cambrian Mountains to Machynlleth,
follows the coast road down to Talybont and then returns over the Cambrian Mountains to Rhayader via
Nant-y-Moch, Devils Bridge and the Elan Valley.

The route will take you through some of the most beautiful and spectacular scenery in the whole of Wales,
and as an added bonus, the roads themselves are quiet and well surfaced.
At 140 km, it is shorter than many Sportives, but the hilly profile makes it a very strenuous and challenging
course.
Use your end of season fitness to take up the challenge, and enjoy what is destined to become on of the
most popular Sportives on the British calendar.
Entries can be made online at  www.clivepowell-mtb.co.uk or by post; send an sae to:

Clive Powell, Trans Cambrian Cyclo Sportive, Clive Powell Mountain Bike Centre,
Cwmdauddwr Arms, West Street, Rhayader, Powys. LD6  5AB

Britain’s Stars ride for new Pro-Tour teams
You can find out a lot if you know what question to ask.  I asked
Roger Hammond (left), currently with the Discovery Pro-Tour
team, what his favourite colour is, “Magenta” he replied back.  A
few days later he announced that he would be riding for the ma-
genta clad T-Mobile team next year alongside Britain’s Mark
Cavendish.
And one of Britain’s youngest stars Geraint Thomas (right) will be
riding a few selected races in David Millar’s team Saunier Duval.
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2006 Tour Of Britain
The third (in it’s current incarnation) running
of the Tour Of Britain took place over the last
week of August.
England and Scotland rolled out the tarmac
to some of the sport’s greatest riders who
provided both spectacular racing and plenty
of controversy as they made their way to fin-
ish in front of Buckingham Palace at the end
of the week.
Chippo and myself went up to Friday’s Birming-
ham finish and Sunday’s finish on The Mall along
with a load of the YDS boys and watched the

racing in glorious sunshine.  Actually, these two days were the only days without wind
and rain and combined with some treacherous road surfaces the riders had to stay
focused to stay upright.  Tom Boonen, the Belgian World Champion took an off during
the week and then decided that the safety of the riders was in jeopardy.  On Saturday
the peloton were taken the wrong way by the Police and then had to wait 20 minutes to
get back onto the correct course, the riders then decided not to race but to ride in
convoy to the finish.
Amazingly for a National Tour, cars were still able to get onto the course during the race.
Roads weren’t adequately closed to traffic and when pro riders are used to taking up
the whole road it was dangerous.
Led by the World Champion the peloton decided not to race.  Or that’s what he thought.
To the world’s biggest riders the ToB may not be a priority but there were plenty of other
teams who desparately wanted and needed to race.  There were three British squads
made up of riders who had all given the ToB a priority plus young lads from Denmark,
Australia and the Continent who need results to get paid.
But when the big teams told the peloton not to race they didnt until enough was enough.
Ben Swift, from the GB team attacked to get the race going again but was pulled back -
literally - by the seatpost by a member of the Quickstep team.  Kristian House from the
British Recycling.co.uk team was pushed into a ditch as he tried to get past and a young
Danish rider was verbally abused when he was brought back from an earlier attack.
In the final kilometre Quickstep’s Franceso Chicchi sprinted off to ‘win’ the day’s stage.
As brutal as those tactics may be rider safety has got to be paramount, the ToB organ-
iser’s have admitted that mistakes were made and they have will get it right for the Tour
de France in London next year.  The key difference for the Tour being that the roads are
closed the whole day along the Tour route as opposed to the rolling closure of roads for
the ToB.
However, this does raise the point.  Our Police are rubbish at running this rolling road
closure or successfully protecting cyclists during a race.  And you know why?  Because

they have systematically withdrawn their level of support and co-
operation for cycle race organisers over the years.
No practice equals no good. Neil Wragg
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COL BAGGING & TOUR CHASING
The Roadie’s Disneyland

After my dismal performance in this years Etape myself and fellow sprocket Ed Raggy headed off down to the Pyrenees to stay
with a friend, see the tour and bag a few local Cols.  Staying at my friends in the centre of Luchon (after a simple 6 hour drive from
the Alps) was bliss.
Hey aren’t French autoroutes great?  Pretty empty and and you can do 800kms in 6 hours.  We managed to get a lift down from
the summit of Alpe d’Huez thanks to Sports Tours International and then a taxi to Grenoble where we picked up our hire car.
Once we worked out  how to start it, plugged in the ipod and then blatted down through Nimes, where the temperature hit 44
degrees, and into the Pyrenees.

Bagneres-de-Luchon is situated bang in the middle of ‘Col’ territory.  The Cold de Portillon (1292 metres), the Col de Peyresourde
(1569 metres) and the ski resort of Superbagneres (1804 metres) are all gagging to be ridden.  They all lead straight up from the
front door of the 3 storey townhouse we were staying in.  See http://www.peak-times.com.
Just down the road is the mighty Tourmalet and the Col d’Aspin, another two huge Haute Categorie monster climbs.

Eating in France can , as I discovered , be a bit tricky as the eating times and habits of the French differ slightly to the UK ones
, bagettes and Crepes abound , but only when its time to eat  (French time that is). Once you get used to this it’s not a problem.

Luchon has 3 bike shops who I found have just about everything you need
for MTB, to Road, to fixed wheel and cruisers, nice.

So to the point of this article,
Col bagging.

Col De Portillon(1569 meters)
This was the first Col to be bagged and after riding 1 k out of luchon we
where at its base. The Portillion is 1293 meters high and a gorgeous
climb, which is split into 2 sections, a steep first part that flattens to a 5%
gradient and then twisty 8% hairpins covered mostly by trees. The climb
has many waterfalls and springs so you can quench your thirst if you
need to or just do a Floyd an throw water over yourself, either way, its an
enjoyable climb and one we did twice (once when the TDF stage came
through). Getting to the top we could have ridden on and downhill into
Spain picking up the Aspet if we wanted to etc but the plan for the day
was to descend the Portillon and hit the Col de Peyresourde.
After a fantastic decent down the Portillion past loads of TDF camper
vans we headed through Luchon central village and headed to the
Peyresoude. Again the base of this climb is no more that 1 k out of town.
Col de Peyresoude
This climb is the same one the TDF would be coming down in the 2006
Tour so we plodded up , raggy went off on his own as he still has some
spring in his legs , me , I jet tapped away . It’s a long climb this one 15.3
km to be exact, a real good training mountain. The climb drags and drags
on for the first few KM averaging at about 6% for the most part . This

gradient can sap the legs and as you pass through the villages of St Avetin , Cazeaux de Larboust and Garin you can imagine
how the pace must pick up in a large peloton ,,,, ouch . Passing through the last village the gradient flattens a bit to about 3.4%
and then goes up and stays pretty much at 8 and 9 % to the top . Turning out of the village of Garin you see the summit, its
pretty shocking, especially after all the long drag, the summit was covered in cloud and mist ( it was 39c and sunny in Luchon)
at the top was Raggy , no doubt sipping a beer and talking to some English person ( he always manages to find one ) , I plodded
on and was surprised to find myself at the top quite quickly ? I seem to go better on steeper sections that have hairpins, feeling
pretty good (after sweating bullets and drinking 2 litres of water) I joined raggy at the summit. Germans in camper vans, mad
Basques, parties, its amazing, what we see on TV of the tour is only the half. At the Summit of the Peyresoude the Tifosi , fans
, whatever you wanted to call them where all camped out , any piece of spare grass , road , lay bye  was taken , this is hardcore
, plus with the cloud and mist , awesome . Raggy even met and English
guy ( told you ) that had ridden most of the stage the TDF riders where
doing the next day , he packed on the Peyresoude as he had been in
the saddle over eight hours and was wasted ( lucky his wife was waiting
for him at the summit ) .After taking in the atmosphere we headed
sown the same mountain we had come up ( Peyresoude ) . The Decent
was radical, even I hit 43 MPH and im sure raggy hit higher (speed
sensor in Garin confirmed your speed, get in) sweeping around bends
taking in the views, awesome and before long we where back in Luchon
for a Coffee and a Crepe.

Col de Peyresourde



Superbagneres ( 1804 meters )
The day we did this Climb we where in two minds as to hit it and then do Hospice de France just down the road , but with legs
pretty well sapped we decided to bag this legend of a Col instead . Again , this climb starts about 1k out of Luchon. The Climb
is 18.5 KM long and at the lower slopes is pretty much draggy and sappy, it’s a pretty climb also as a large fast flowing river
follows the main road until you hit the mountain itself (3%) after crossing a bridge the climb picks up to about 7 % and it was at
this point that some welcome rain came in and cooled us down . I was having a nightmare with my Heart rate monitor so raggy
went off at his own pace (actually I was pretty wasted so it was a good thing for him etc). I found this climb to be awesome, its
pretty beautiful and when you think that the last guy to win a stage on this mountain was Robert Miller, you get a lump in your
throat, that energy comes back to your legs and off you tapp.
This Col had several 10% sections and was the longest and steepest we had done overall and it was popular, loads of yanks
passed me and I caught them back up etc, we all did the Lance look thing of course, I managed to successfully do the Ullrich
thing though and get dropped, all good fun and in great spirits though, I even got a push from a couple of French guys, get in.
Cows, I tell you, as you reach the last 6 k you see cows all over the bloody place, these animals have altitude, they stare you
out and they wont move so you have to go around them , odd , strange but all due im sure to eating grass all day at altitude (
I must try it some day ) .Also , the last 6 k are the hardest with the last 1k at 14% , but with a Café at the top you cant complain
.I was shaking at the top and was pretty glycogen depleted , it was also only about  14c at the top so after knocking back sugary
Coke and coffee and eating a power bar we headed off down the mountain
A great days climbing and as for the descent it was totally crazy. I have been nagged forever about how to descend quickly, I
have without a doubt improved over time, bend your arms , arse at the back of the saddle , balance don’t brake etc etc . All this
was put into action of the last few weeks but descending this climb was different, I was cold , tired and pretty twitchy , on one
bend I hit the hairpin at to great a speed overcooked the corner , crashing into a barrier and doing an endo into the bushes , I
looked down to see about a 500ft drop so I guess I was lucky , It was also bloody funny and I couldn’t stop laughing the rest of
the way down ( no injuries , no scratches no bike damage etc ) . Keeping the speed up I met up with raggy in Luchon for a coffee
and tapas and watch the rest of the tour stage in a Café, pure concentrated, bike heaven.
Now to a piece on the place we stayed.
Peak –Times is a new set-up catering for B+B cycle tourists like us in this area, Mike and Annette who run the House are
mostly skiers and cater for this over the winter period but with the TDF going through this area most years its ideal for the cyclist
looking for training, miles or altitude.
The facilities are fantastic and we got a 5-star service. Mike knows all the local climbs and roads and can advise you on routes
and places to stop off should you want to. Peak –Times can also cater for any specific requirements should you need them as
long as you let them know well in advance, a long ride pick up or support arrangement for example or even agree days that
require a big carbo load meal before or after.
Having a schedule helps a great deal and as all things
this would vary the overall price for your stay. It fair to say
that Annette (mikes wife ) looked after raggy and I loads
, she even gave us a small packed lunch on one of the
tour days , superb and well appreciated . The overall theme
of the stay was that Peak-Times wanted us to enjoy the
visit and of course come again, we 100% will, the location
is superb and with an agreed airport pickup from Toulouse
(mike has an enclosed trailer bikes, bags equipment)
you don’t have to worry about car hire. I have said before
and will say again this is cycling Disney land all the famous
Pyrenees climbs close by which to me with my targets
for 2007 sets me up for a couple of visits next year.

De Chippo
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Pretty In Pink
The YDS boys do have their uses and also come cheap.  In return for a bunch of pink kit they
spent the day blowing up pink hands for T-Mobile, one of the sponsors of the Tour Of Britain!

While Chippo and myself went scavenging for interviews from the riders....
Geraint Thomas,left, one of Britain’s best riders - seriously - watch out for
him in a few years,  rode for the GB Team in the ToB but as well as riding
for Roger Hammond, his GB Team leader there were also obvious affilia-
tions with fellow countrymen such as Mark Cavendish who received little
support at times from his own team, T-Mobile.
Below, another of Britain’s amazing talents, Mark Cavendish announced
that he had signed to ride for T-Mobile.  In the ToB he won the sprints
classification and CSC’s Andy Schleck (below right) won the King of the
Mountains jersey.  Martin Pederson of CSC won the yellow jersey of the
overall classification and Tom Boonen, the current world champion fittingly
won the final sprint of the Tour across The Mall.
Close behind Boonen, Britain got second and third with Roger Hammond

and Mark Cavendish respectively.

Best placed
British rider,
Russ Down-
ing, shows
World Cham-
pion Tom
Boonen a
funny British
bogey.
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CF & PK SERVICES
‘Work carried out BY cyclists FOR cyclists over the past 10 years’

PAINTING AND DECORATING

BUILDING AND HOUSE MAINTENANCE

BATHROOM AND KITCHEN FITTING

FAST, RELIABLE, CLEAN & FULLY INSURED SERIVICE

CONTACT:  COLIN FURY 01494 459668   OR   PAUL KNIGHT 07974 824085
NOW BOOKING OUTSIDE RE-PAINTING & STAINING FOR THIS SPRING

PODIUM GIRLS
All across the cycling world whether your jersey is pink, jaune, polka-dot or
whatever ours is in the Tour of Britain it must be presented by a beautiful lady.
HWCC Podium Girl auditions will be taking place shortly for
the club Annual Dinner, form an orderly queue ladies, please.
In the meantime here is our hand picked selection from
across the globe.



Cyclist who refused to stay in the
gutter loses court case
A cyclist who was prosecuted for obstructing the
highway, whilst cycling in accordance with the National
Standard for cycle training, has today been found guilty
by a District Judge in Telford Magistrates Court and
fined £100 with £200 costs.
CTC member Daniel Cadden was cycling fast downhill
on a single-lane approach to a roundabout when he
was stopped by police who believed that the position
he had taken in the centre of his lane was forcing cars
to cross the solid white line in the centre of the road
illegally in order to overtake. But rather than stop the
cars that had broken the law, the officers decided to
charge Daniel Cadden with obstructing the highway.
Cyclecraft, the book published by The Stationery Office
on skilled riding techniques, states: “The primary riding
position (the centre of one’s lane) should be your
normal riding position when you can keep up with
traffic, or when you need to prevent following drivers
from passing you dangerously.”
CTC Director, Kevin Mayne, said “The police at the
scene said that Daniel should have been cycling well
over to the left – effectively in the gutter – but the
judge felt that Daniel should have crossed three lanes
of busy traffic and used a segregated cycle track to
save fractions of seconds off the journey times of a
few motorists. CTC continues to fight a re-draft of the
Highway Code, which says cyclists ‘should use cycle
paths where provided’, in order to tackle the attitude,
held by many people in the judiciary, police and public
alike, that cyclists should be out of the way of
motorists.”
Daniel Cadden was supported in his defence by the
Cyclists’ Defence Fund (CDF), the independent charity
which was founded by CTC to provide cyclists with
support in legal cases. The CDF paid for John Franklin,
author of ‘Cyclecraft’, to appear as an expert witness
for the defence.

Abergele driver fined £180
The driver of a car which in January this year collided with and killed
four members of a group of cyclists near Abergele, has today been
charged with having defective tyres and fined £180, reports CTC – the
UK’s national cyclists’ organisation.
Robert Harris, 47, from Abergele, lost control on the road near his
home on 8th January, where 12 members of Rhyl Cycling Club were on
a training ride.
He admitted three counts of driving with defective tyres and was fined
£180 at Llandudno Magistrates Court. Magistrates said during the
hearing that the defective tyres “were not a contributory factor”.
At the time of the collision, the police reported that the driver was
within the speed limit and had not been drinking; hence the fatalities
were simply a tragic accident. Following protests from cycling
organisations, the police apologised for these comments. Yet the courts
have still had no opportunity to consider whether or not the speed was
appropriate to the conditions.
CTC feels that the episode once again illustrates how road traffic law,
and those responsible for its operation, need to reinforce the message
that road users have a serious duty of care to one another, and that
endangering other people’s lives on the roads is wholly unacceptable
CTC Campaigns & Policy Manager, Roger Geffen, said: “Our first
thoughts are for the families of those killed in this terrible tragedy. It
highlights the need for a serious overhaul of road traffic law and the
priority given to its enforcement. Time and again when people are killed
and seriously injured, the message given out by the legal system is
that these incidents are nothing more than tragic “accidents”. The
victims are disproportionately pedestrians and cyclists, the very forms
of transport we most need to encourage for health and environmental
reasons.”
The Government is proposing one change to the current framework of
“bad driving offences” as part of the Road Safety Bill, which is expected
to be passed in the autumn. This proposes the addition of an offence of
“causing death by careless driving”, with a maximum sentence of 5
years. Whilst this is a well-intentioned step in the right direction, CTC
feels it will still cause a great deal of confusion and under-sentencing,
since “dangerous” (i.e. worse) driving which happens to maim rather
than kill will still only have a maximum sentence of 2 years.

CTC -THE UK’s NATIONAL CYCLISTS’ ORGANISATION has been fighting a large number of high profile cycling campaigns
in 2006 which many of you have been involved in.   Successful CTC campaigns that benefit you, include:
? Mobilised over 10,000 people to join in the Highway Code Campaign!
? Legalised LED flashing lights!
? Improved cycle-rail conditions!
? Helped deliver the new UK National Standard for cycle training!
? Overturned EasyJet’s ban on carrying bikes with hydraulic brakes and fluid suspension forks!
? Helped open up 100,000 of square miles of land to cyclists in Scotland!
? Advanced cyclists’ ability to claim off-road rights of way!
And with more campaigns planned for later this year such as
? Creating a national online pothole reporting facility
? Improving rights of way for cyclists in England and Wales
? Pushing for safer roads and lower speed limits
? Calling for the ban on cycle racing on bridleways to be overturned
? Creating an online system to report obstructions on the rights of way network
CTC needs you more than ever. All these campaigns are funded by CTC members’ subscriptions and if you don’t join we
can’t fight campaigns like this on your behalf. Because of the strong support of Cycling Plus reader, without whom many of
these success could not have been achieved, CTC is offering an additional 3 months membership free when you join today,
simply call 0870 873 0061.
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Bucks, HP11 2QW
Tel: (01494) 447908

info@cyclecare.co.uk

The Sprocket September 2006 Pin-Up

Ed the Duck
This was Ed just after getting wiped out at Hillingdon in

the HWCC race at the begining of September.
The resultant fat lip that grew to beak-like proportions
didn’t stop Ed from racing in the Tour of Britain circuit

race the next day!    YDS Hero!
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Date Coffee stop / Event Leader
September
Sunday 3rd Chipperfield B Roubaix
Sunday 10th Henley
Sunday 17th Winslow
Sunday 24th Benson P Morrissey
October
Sunday 1st **Club Chiltern Audax**Starts at Naphill Village Hall 8:30 sign on at 8:00 Tony Briggs 01494
714127    
Sunday 8th Club Hill and Down Hill Champs
Sunday 15th ****Tour of Longwick ****
Sunday 22nd Oxon Bucks Border ride as per Cycling Weekly (31-8-2006)Take food and drink. Jonathan
Smith
Sunday 29th Waterperry P Mace
November
Sunday 5th Dinton Pastures Barry Roubaix
Sunday 12th Benson or South Bucks Double Hill Climb 10am and 12am Michelle Ayres 01628 471704
Sunday 19th Tring Garden Centre
Sunday 26th Winslow
December
Sunday 3rd Chipperfield Garden Centre
Sunday 10th Runnymede  .
Sunday 17th Beer and Pickle Run – The Full Moon Hare Lane Little Kingshill01494 862397 12:00 approx.

Sunday 24th Waterperry
Tuesday 26th ****Boxing Day 10 TT****
Sunday 31st Dinton Pastures

Come down to West Wycombe Village Hall on a Wednesday to find out the club runs destination.
A new list will be published soon, in the meantime keep a check on the website....

CLUB RUNS LIST
May - August 2006

Meeting at Guild Hall at 9.00 leaving 9.10

www.highwycombecc.org  for more information on other events
Club Captain Jonathan Smith                 01628 474101 Version 1. 31-8-2006

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at the top of hills, all other times we ride as a close group and consider all
riders abilities.  Leaders: please have a backstop / sweeper rider.  Please note coffee stops destinations can change on the
day due to weather conditions and the number of riders.  Please volunteer to lead a club run, even if you are unsure of a
route there will always be someone on hand to help.  I am always looking for new café stops, if you know of any please
advise me.


